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Preface 
In this lab you will learn how to use the basic features of AWS OpsWorks, an application management service 
offered by AWS. You don’t need any prior knowledge to complete the lab. 

The lab makes use of two other services: Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Elastic Load Balancing 
(ELB). 

Amazon EC2 is a web service that provides compute capacity in the cloud. ELB distributes incoming application 
traffic across multiple Amazon EC2 instances. 

This lab follows a fictional scenario to guide you. In this scenario, you are responsible for deploying and operating 
the IT infrastructure for a new and upcoming online image sharing and rating service. As you haven’t found a 
better name yet the app has the working title opsworks-demo-rails-photo-share-app. You are also responsible for 
deploying new versions of it and scaling the infrastructure during peak times. 

All the needed source code for this lab is already written for you. 

If you are stuck during the lab please feel free to use the Feedback button located on the bottom right of each 
page in the AWS Management Console. Enter as much detail as possible in the form. An email will be sent to the 
service team and we can work on improving your experience. 
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Getting Started 
Select the Introduction to AWS OpsWorks Lab. You will see a page with login credentials. Copy the password 
you receive in qwikLAB™, making sure that you are not copying any leading or trailing spaces. Press Start Lab, 
and you will be directed to a login page where you can enter the user id: awsstudent and paste the copied 
password. 

After the successful login you see the AWS console. 

 

Select AWS OpsWorks from the green Deployment & Management section to access the OpsWorks console. 
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The welcome page gives you an overview of the main functions of AWS OpsWorks. 

Let’s dive in and create your first stack. 
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Add Your First Stack 
A Stack orchestrates all Amazon EC2 instances and other AWS resources you need to run your apps. You 
usually have a Stack per product/app and stage. So you might end up having Stacks called: 

• My Social Network Game ABC 
• Content Management System Prod 
• Customer ACME Staging 
• Enterprise Software XYZ 
• www.example.com 

In this lab you will create a Stack that hosts your image sharing and rating app. 

Click the Add Your First Stack button and you will see a form appear. 

 

Enter a Stack name. In the lab, the screen shots are based on selecting the name OpsWorks Lab but this is 
completely up to you. 

The other settings deal with the location of your Amazon EC2 instances, which operating system is used, instance 
specifics, security settings, and configuration management. Leave the other parameters unchanged. 
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Depending on the qwikLAB™ user you got you might see a VPC selected and therefore a subnet selection or no 
VPC selected and an Availability Zone selection. For the lab this does not matter. Just keep in mind that based on 
this you might see a slightly different user interface throughout the lab. 

 

Press Add Stack to create the Stack. This might take a few moments, as there are some resources created and 
provisioned for you. As soon as the process is completed you will be redirected to the Stack dashboard. 
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Add a Layer to your Stack 
As mentioned earlier, a Stack is your collection of Amazon EC2 instances and other resources that serve a 
specific purpose. To orchestrate the Amazon EC2 instances you need to create Layers in a Stack. A Layer 
describes the configuration and behavior of a group of servers. 

If you were asked to describe your IT architecture to someone, you might draw several boxes on a white board to 
show how the load balancers, app servers, databases, and other systems you own communicate and work 
together. Each of these groups corresponds to a Layer in OpsWorks. 

Your image-sharing application is being implemented using the web framework Ruby on Rails, but it could have 
been implemented using other languages or frameworks, as you can bring all your favorite languages, 
frameworks, and tools to AWS OpsWorks. Most of them just work with the default settings that we provide or with 
what the OpsWorks community has publically shared. 

Click Add a Layer to get redirected to a form. 

 

The Rails App Server Layer type is already preselected. OpsWorks offers different prebuilt Layer types for you to 
choose from. If you don’t find what you are looking for, you can extend existing Layers or even create your own 
Layers. There is a large OpsWorks community, which continuously shares new configuration scripts online. Today 
you can easy find hundreds of “cookbooks” on code sharing portals like GitHub. 

This Lab works without any configuration changes so leave all the Rails-specific settings as they are and press 
Add Layer. The Layer will be created and you will be redirected to the Layers overview to see the newly created 
Rails App Server Layer. 
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In this scenario, you will start with a static version of the application to pitch the idea to your co-founders / 
investors / colleagues - you just need that single Rails App Server Layer for now. 

Add an instance 
After you have created a Stack with an app server Layer you need to add an instance in it. Click on Instances on 
the left side. You will get redirected to the instances page of that Stack. As you can see no instances are defined 
right now. 

 

Start defining your first instance and click Add an instance on the Rails App Server Layer. This will open a 
dialog. 
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A hostname such as rails-app1 is suggested for the new instance. We will leave all default settings as they 
appear here, but you have the ability to change instance specific configurations to override Stack defaults. 
Continue by pressing Add Instance. 

After adding the instance you see one instance defined in your Stack that belongs to the Rails App Server Layer.  
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Launching your first instance 
The instance is defined in OpsWorks but not started on Amazon EC2 yet. Start the instance by clicking the start 
button. 

OpsWorks will now requests an Amazon EC2 instance with the configuration you specified. If you stay on this 
page, you will see the instances status being updated while it gets configured and launched. 

The instance will go through the following states: requested, pending, booting, running setup, and online. The 
public IP address of the instance will be displayed as soon as it is available. 

 

Launching an instance usually takes around 5 minutes. For this lab, you can go ahead and continue to the next 
step while the instance is launching, as the next step does not require a running instance.  

Add your App 
So far, you have created a Stack with a Rails app server Layer and an Amazon EC2 instance. This completes the 
setup of your ‘hardware’ for now. The next step is defining the actual application that you want to run on that 
instance. 

Apps are usually some source code you or others have created. It can be anything from a popular open source 
content management system to your own code. For this lab, we’ve provided the Rails application for you.  

To deploy the application to an instance, we need to let OpsWorks know where the source code is located.  
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Start by clicking on Apps in the left side navigation. As you can see there are no apps defined yet. OpsWorks can 
handle multiple apps per Stack. This is especially useful if you split your software in small services, like your web 
frontend, API, or workers. 

Open the app creation form by clicking Add an app. 

 

Start by choosing a name – in your case you would probably just enter a name like Photo App. You don’t need to 
change the other base settings, as the defaults are fine. 

The source code of the app is publicly available on github.com, a popular code management solution that is used 
by many open source projects. So you have to enter the repository URL: 

https://github.com/awslabs/opsworks-demo-rails-photo-share-app.git 

In the Branch/Revision field enter the branch of the static version: version1 

For this lab, we can skip setting for domain handling and SSL settings, so finish by clicking Add App. 
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OpsWorks now is aware where to get the source code as well of the other app-related settings. You should be 
back on the App overview page and now see the app you just created. 

 

Deploy your App 
Before you deploy the app confirm that the instance is up and running. Click on Instances in the navigation to 
check if the app server is already online. If the instance is not online yet, please wait until it is. 
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As soon as the instance is online, change back to Apps in the navigation pane and create a new deployment by 
clicking on Deploy next to your app. 

 

In deployment form, leave all of the default settings. If you would like, you can enter a comment to annotate your 
deployment. In this case, probably something like First deploy of static app version would be a good 
description. The comment field can also be used to indicate which bugs you have fixed, which features changed, 
or to provide a link to your issue/bug tracker. 

Click Deploy to start the deployment. You will see the deployment progress. 
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As soon as the deployment is done the page is updated with all deployment details and logs of the instances. 

 

Click on your app server’s Hostname to go the instance detail page. Here you will find instance details such as 
the public IP address. 
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Click on the Public IP to open a new browser tab and confirm the success of the deployment. If everything 
worked as designed, you will see your initial static version deployed. 
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In this scenario, you presented your app to the stakeholders and it was a hit. Congratulations. It is time to 
implement the real thing, an app version that is able to upload and store images.  

Return to AWS OpsWorks to continue.  

Add a MySQL database 
Since this photo app is designed to store the users images in a MySQL database, so the next step is to add the 
MySQL DB Layer to your Stack. 

Go back to the Layers overview in the navigation pane and add a Layer by clicking + Layer below the Rails App 
Server Layer. 

 

You will have to change the Layer type from HAProxy to MySQL and press Add Layer. 
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You are redirected back to the Layer overview and now see two Layers, the old Rails App Server and the new 
MySQL Server Layer. 

 

Click on Add an instance in the MySQL Layer to get redirected to the instances overview. 
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Add an instance to the MySQL layer. You can again leave all the default settings as they are. You will see two 
instances now, one in the Rails Layer (already serving the static app) and the new instance in the MySQL Layer. 
Start the MySQL DB instance now. 
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Update the App configuration 
While the database instance starts, change the app configuration to use version 2 of the app. Version 2 has the 
image upload functionality implemented and the ability to store the images in the database.  

Click on Apps in the navigation followed by Edit next to the application name. In the form, change the 
branch/revision field from version1 to version2 and press Save on the bottom of the form. 

 

This change will result in checking out the version2 branch instead of the version1 branch from GitHub for the 
next deployment. In production environments, you should always lock your app to a specific branch/revision/tag 
so that you do not accidentally push code you don’t want to be pushed yet. 
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Behind the curtains – the AWS OpsWorks instance life cycle 
One thing that might be worth explaining is how the Rails app server and the MySQL instance get created, 
configured, and deployed. Here is a brief introduction to the AWS OpsWorks instance life cycle. 

Go back to the Instances overview. You should see the two instances online, unless the MySQL instance is still 
launching. Click one the rails app instance’s hostname to go to its detail page. 
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Beneath all Amazon EC2 configuration and status details you will see a list of the last OpsWorks event logs. At 
this point, three different command types should be shown: setup, configure, deploy. 

So what is going on? 

A setup event is triggered on every instance launch. It starts a process that installs and configures the instance. 
What exactly happens during the instance creation is defined through the Layer configuration. This means each 
instance starts from the same, curated base image and is turned into what you want on the fly. 

After a successful instance setup, OpsWorks triggers a configure event on every running instance in the Stack, 
including the one that just ran the setup. As the Rails app server was the only running instance in the Stack at the 
time, the configure event was just triggered on the instance itself. During a configure event an instance checks if 
it’s configuration is correct and if not, adapts to the changes in the Stack. In this specific case, the app server 
instance didn’t need to change its configuration. 

The described setup/configure mechanism enables you to programmatically change configurations, create or 
delete files, execute any code/shell script, create users – in short everything you can do via a command line on a 
server. Leveraging that mechanism, your instances will be always up to date and configured to handle your 
workload. 

Here are a few common use cases where this might be ideal: 

• An app server is started/stopped and your load balancer updates its configuration to include/exclude it 
• You use an open source NoSQL database and add a new instance to an existing set of servers. The new 

shard has to be included in the configuration and data might need to rebalanced 
• Your monitoring software needs to be aware of the current instances and its configuration to collect the 

right metrics and create or change alarms 

After the configure event you see the deploy event you triggered earlier. This again triggered a process on the 
instance, which got the source code from your app’s GitHub repository, configured the Rails environment, and 
configured the web server to serve the app. 

If the DB instance is online by now, you should see a fourth entry in the list - a configure event. This was triggered 
by the new MySQL DB instance. After the successful DB server setup OpsWorks triggered the configure event on 
itself and all other instances that are online – in this case the Rails app server. In contrast to the earlier configure 
event, this one actually did a significant change on the Rails instance. It made the Rails app aware of an existing 
MySQL DB and set its connection details in the apps configuration. 
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Here a graphical overview of what happened step by step. 
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If you are curious what happened in detail during an event you can click on show next to an event to see the 
events log in a new tab in your browser. 
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Close the tab as soon as you are done browsing through the log and ensure on the Instances page that the 
MySQL server is online. 

 

Now as the DB is online and the configuration updated you can deploy version2 of the app! 
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Redeploy with database migrations 
Click on Apps in the navigation pane and deploy. You will see the deployment configuration form again. This 
time set the migrate database to Yes to enable a database migration. This is built-in functionality offered by Rails 
that lets you programmatically change your DB. 

 

If you like, you can again type something in a comment field to indicate the changes you want to deploy. Keep the 
rest as it is and hit Deploy to start the deployment. 

On the deployment detail view you will see both instances in the deployment overview working. 
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The deploy event on the app server will check out the new code, update the gems (libraries) the Ruby on Rails 
apps uses, trigger the database migration, and in the end change the symlink to the new version. 

On the MySQL instance, a different process occurs, as explained in the section above (Behind the curtains – 
the AWS OpsWorks instance life cycle). 

 

As soon as the deployment is completed successfully, change back to your browser tab with the app and refresh 
it to see the new version. If you closed the tab already, go to the app server by clicking the hostname and click the 
IP address to reopen the app. 

You will see the new version of the image-sharing app, which lets you upload images. During the DB migration, 
we even added a first image in the DB for you. Upload your own images to see the app in action, if you like. 

 

Congratulations, you have created and configured the infrastructure needed to host a data driven web app and 
even deployed two different versions of it. 
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Scale your Stack 
In this scenario, the good news is that the actual working version of your app is a huge success and people love 
it. The bad news is that your app is so popular; your one app server can’t stand the load anymore. 

You can scale your app by adding a load balancer. With OpsWorks you have the choice between self managed 
HAProxy – you would add instances inside a HAProxy layer – and Elastic Load Balancing (ELB). In this lab we 
will use the Elastic Loading Balancing service. 

To use ELB, go to your Layers page in the navigation pane. You will see the two layers you have defined earlier. 
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Click on Add an ELB in the Rails App Server Layer. You will be redirected to the Rails App Server Layer 
configuration page. Scroll down to Elastic Load Balancing and select the given ELB. Scroll down and save the 
change. 
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After saving, you should see the saved configuration of that Layer. Follow the link to the ELB in the Elastic Load 
Balancing section. 

 

Note: The ELB may take a few moments to pick up the app server. After a few moments, you should see that the 
ELB is serving traffic to the app server. You can confirm that by clicking the DNS name. A new tab will open and 
you should see the app again as the ELB forwards you to your one app server. 
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You are now set to add more Rails instances that serve your app. Click on Instances in the navigation pane and 
add a new app server. This time, change the Availability Zone (AZ)/subnet to one different then the default. This 
will distribute the load between two AZs. 

A short reminder: Amazon EC2 is hosted in multiple locations worldwide. These locations are composed of 
regions and Availability Zones. Each region is a separate geographic area. Each region has multiple, isolated 
locations known as Availability Zones. 

Each Availability Zone is isolated, but the Availability Zones in a region are connected through low-latency links. If 
you distribute your instances across multiple Availability Zones and one instance fails, you can design your 
application so that an instance in another Availability Zone can handle requests. 

 

Click Add Instance, choose a Subnet different from that for rails-app1 and start it by clicking the Add Instance 
button. Then click the start action next to the instance rails-app2. 
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You now have two app servers. OpsWorks will reconfigure the ELB for you. Go back to the ELB by clicking the 
ELB name on the top right of the Rails App Server Layer. Here you see the new instance in the second 
AZ/subnet. 
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After the second app server comes online and begins passing health checks, you will see that the ELB serves 
traffic to this instance as well. As this might take some time to fully spin up, just continue with the lab and check 
later if you like. You should see the following after some time. 
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Scale based on time 
Okay, you now have a fault tolerant setup for your app servers using an ELB to distribute the load equally to two 
instances in different AZs. But let’s suppose that your app usage has grown further and established a regular load 
pattern. 

The next goal is to add additional compute power in your known peak times (in this case, Mon – Fri during lunch 
hours in the US). To do this, click on Time-based in the navigation. This will take you to the configuration settings 
of instances that are supposed to be only online during specific times of the day. 

Add a time-based instance in the Rails layer. You can again keep all the defaults. 
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After you have added the instance you see a scheduler – with a green triangle indicating the current time in UTC 
(Coordinated Universal Time). 

Click in the instances row below that triangle to indicate that the instance should be online during that hour. Also 
select the adjacent slot on the right to ensure it is not turned off if you are doing this step in the lab close to the 
end of the hour.  The result should look something like this. 

 

With the scheduler you can add instances to Layers and define the times in which each of them is supposed to be 
online or offline. By clicking on specific days you can adjust patterns that are based, for example, on high or low 
usage on weekends. 
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Scale based on load 
Your load cycle will experience unpredictable spikes, so you cannot just add instances that are started or stopped 
based on the current time – you will need to set parameters based on the average metrics of a Layer. Consider 
the load implications that might occur as the result of a social media campaign or a TV commercial highlighting 
your app. To configure this, click on Load-based instances in the navigation. 

Add a load-based instance in the Rails App Server Layer with all defaults selected. You should see that 0 of 1 
instance is running and that Load-based auto scaling is disabled. 
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Click on edit to turn it on and configure the thresholds on which the load-based instances should start or stop. 

 

You can define how many instances to start or stop if certain thresholds are exceeded or undershot for a certain 
time. You can set the grace period after such an event and the thresholds of the provided metrics. 

Keep all settings, but you should switch the Load-based auto scaling to on and save the change. You now see 
the configuration and can extend the instances view by clicking show to list the instances. 

The current average CPU consumption of your app servers is very likely below 80% and therefore the instance 
will not start. But should that ever change due to a high load on your app servers you will be covered and 
OpsWorks would start an additional instance for you. The upper bound of instances started is the number of 
instances defined in this view. So currently, it would never exceed the one additional instance. 
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Monitor your instances 
As you might want to fine-tune the thresholds for the load-based instances you have to be able to monitor your 
actual metrics. Let’s do that by clicking on Monitoring in the navigation. 

You should see averages over the two layers. 

 

You can change the columns to see the 13 different metrics OpsWorks gathers for you on a one-minute interval: 

• CPU: Idle, User, System, IO wait, Nice 
• Memory: Total, Used, Swap, Free, Buffers 
• Load: 1-minute, 5-minute, 15-minute average 
• Number of processes 

Change the time frame you are viewing at in the top right corner to show the last hour. 
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Click on one of the charts of the Rails App Servers to drill into that Layer and see the individual instances 
metrics. 

 

What you can see here is that the first instance is running the longest and the last instance, the load based one, 
did not start yet. For all instances you can see a load spike in the beginning. This was the result of the activity 
experienced when the instance started up. 
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To see all metrics of the first instance click on one of the charts of that instance and you will drill down further. 

 

Here you can see all instance metrics next to each other. This will help you to get an idea why certain values rose 
or fell. You see the initial load spike of the setup event and the smaller bump is the second deployment you did. 
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Manage volumes and IPs 
Now we will look at where the MySQL instance actually stores its data. Click on Resources in the navigation. 

 

You will see the volumes used by this stack. In your case this should be one volume. It’s the EBS volume the 
MySQL instance uses to store the images. EBS stands for Elastic Block Store and is offered by Amazon EC2 to 
store persistent data. Even if you turned your MySQL server off and turn it on later, your database still contains all 
the images you have stored in it. The instance actually would be a new Amazon EC2 instance. It would go 
through the setup process during which OpsWorks takes care of reattaching the old volume for you. 

The resources view gives you an overview not just of EBS volumes but also Elastic IPs used in your Stack. 
Elastic IPs can be used if, for example, you wanted to point your domain to a HAProxy load balancer. Most 
servers in OpsWorks won’t need to use an Elastic IP, as OpsWorks instance lifecycle makes sure each instance 
in your Stack knows the IPs and other information all the time and is configured accordingly. 

The resources view also lets you register existing resources in your account to a Stack, so that you can easy 
migrate to OpsWorks or between Stacks. Each resource can be edited and moved between instances. 
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Add and change permissions 
Your little image-sharing app grows and grows. You actually have to hire more people to work on it. Navigate to 
Permissions in the menu to do this. 

 

You will see the awsstudent user you are currently using. We have added a bunch of other new employees for 
you in IAM. The Identity and Access Management service enables you to securely control access to AWS 
services and resources for your users. Using IAM you can create and manage AWS users and groups and use 
permissions to allow and deny their permissions to AWS resources. 

You can add the users to OpsWorks with the import feature. Click Import IAM Users to display the users. Select 
the ones you like and press Import to confirm. 

 

The users now can log in to OpsWorks and see what you see. 
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Enable your user to log in to instances by checking SSH and sudo. This will trigger events on all instances and 
create the user on the instances. The last thing you need is a key. 

 

Generate SSH Keys 

Step 1 for Mac/Linux: Generate a new SSH key 

Change to your terminal/command line interface and enter the following. 

  cd ~/.ssh 
  ssh-keygen -f awsstudent 

You will be asked if you like to enter a passphrase. As you will use the key just for the lab you don’t need to enter 
one. For keys you use outside the context of the lab you should add a passphrase to secure your keys. 

With confirming the dialog a public/private rsa key pair will be created: 

• the private key: awsstudent 
• the public key: awsstudent.pub 

Display the content of your public key 

  cat awsstudent.pub 

Copy the displayed key. 
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Step 1 for Windows: Generate a new SSH key 

Download the putty tools if you don’t have them – search for putty in your favorite search engine. Open the 
PuTTY Key Generator and press Generate to generate a new key pair. You will have to move your mouse inside 
the app to generate randomness. As soon as the key pair is generated save the private key and copy the 
public key. 

   
 

Step 2: Add your public key to AWS OpsWorks 

Switch back to your browser. 

Click on My Settings on the very top right. You see your personal details. Press Edit to add a Public SSH key. 

 

This key will be put on the instances – again via an event triggered. Copy the key in the input field and press 
Save. 
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Login 
To log in to an instance you need the instance’s IP address. Click Select Stack on the top let of the screen and 
go back to your Stack. Navigate to the Instances view. You should see a little icon in the actions next to each 
instance indicating a terminal window. You can click it to see the individual instances login instructions. 

But just copy the IP address of your first app server. 

Using Mac/Linux 

Switch back to your command line and enter the following 

  ssh -i awsstudent.pem awsstudent@xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx 

Obviously replace xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx with the IP address you just copied and hit enter. You will be asked if you are 
sure that you want to connect. Type yes and press enter. 

You are logged in to the instance. 
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Using Windows 

Open PuTTY and navigate to Connection/SSH/Auth and browse to your just saved private key. 

  
 

Go back to Session and paste the IP address you just copied and Open the connection. Asked for the user 
enter awsstudent. 

You are logged in to the instance. 

On the instance 
You can do whatever you want to on the instance as you have root access to it. Do the following to explore the 
OpsWorks agent command line interface. The agent is the piece of software that is responsible for the 
communication with OpsWorks and for executing the right things at the right time. 

Enter the following command 

  sudo opsworks-agent-cli list_commands 

You will see a list of timestamps and the commands that were run at that time. If you run the opsworks-agent-cli 
without any parameters you get help explaining the other available commands. 

As soon as you are done exploring on the instance, quit the instance by typing exit. 
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Stopping instances 
You are nearly done with the lab. Let’s explore one last thing, stopping instances. 

Click in Time-based in the navigation and uncheck all time ranges. OpsWorks will now shut down the app server, 
as it is not supposed to be online anymore. 
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Click on Instances and you should see the app server in the instances list change its status very soon. A 
shutdown event will be triggered on that instance. The shutdown event itself gives you the opportunity to execute 
scripts before the instance is finally done. So you could move some logs over to a remote locations or similar 
things. 
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You remember the configure event triggered on all instances as soon as a instance in the Stack ran it’s setup, 
right? The same is true for a shutdown event. At the same time a configure event is triggered on all other 
instances. The only difference is that the configure element is not triggered on itself, as this wouldn’t make any 
sense. 

 

Triggering configure on all other instances will ensure a working configuration on all instances. A load balancer 
e.g. would update its configuration and remove the IP of the instance that was shut down. 

To power down all other instances you can click on the Stop All Instances button on the top right and confirm 
the dialog. 

 
All online instances are shutting down in the next seconds. 
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Next steps 
Congratulations, you have gone through the basic workflows of OpsWorks and were able to launch different kinds 
of instances serving a web application that relies on a database. You updated instance configurations, deployed a 
new version of your app, looked at graphs, and logged into instances. 

You can read up the getting started documentation and if you like to script steps the OpsWorks API guide. 

Have fun, 
The AWS OpsWorks team 

Conclusion 
Congratulations! You now have successfully: 

• Created an OpsWorks Stack, Layers, and Instances 
• Deployed an Application 
• Started an Instance 
• Scaled Based on Load and Time 
• Monitored Load and Activity 

For feedback, suggestions and corrections to this lab, please email aws-course-feedback@amazon.com. 

 


